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Abstract. Let R be a commutative ring with nonzero identity and U.R/ its multiplicative group
of units. Let M be an R-module where the collection of prime submodules is non-empty and let
N be an arbitrary union of prime submodules. Also, suppose that c 2 U.R/ such that c 1 D c.
We define the extended total graph of M as a simple graph T c.M;N/ with vertex set M , and
two distinct elements x;y 2M are adjacent if and only if xC cy 2 N. In this paper, we will
study some graph theoretic results of T c.M;N/.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be commutative ring with 1 ¤ 0, U.R/ its multiplicative group of units
and Z.R/ its set of zero-divisors. A proper submodule N of M is said to be a
prime submodule if whenever rm 2 N for some r 2 R and m 2M , then either
m 2 N or r 2 .N WR M/. Clearly, if N is a prime submodule of M , then P D
.N WR M/ is a prime ideal of R. Let M be an R-module, T .M/ its set of torsion
elements and fNg2˝ its set of all prime submodules. The R-moduleM is said to be
primeless if˝D¿. For a submoduleL of an R-moduleM , the ideal fr 2RjrM 
Lg and submodule fm 2M jrm  Lg will be denoted by .L WR M/ and .L WM r/,
respectively. LetND
S
2N be a proper subset ofM , and letHD .N WRM/
for ¿¤˝. It can be shown that H D
S
2P.
The total graph of R was introduced by Anderson and Badawi in [4], as the graph
with all elements of R as vertices, and two distinct vertices x;y 2 R are adjacent if
and only if xCy 2Z.R/. Also they introduced in [5] the generalized total graph of
R in whichZ.R/ is extended toH , amultiplicative prime subset ofR, in such
away that ab 2H for every a 2H and b 2R, and whenever ab 2H for all a;b 2R,
then either a 2H or b 2H . In fact, it is easily seen that H is a multiplicative-prime
subset of R if and only if R nH is a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of R.
Thus H is a multiplicative-prime subset of R if and only if H is a union of prime
ideals of R.
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In what follows, we extend the generalized total graph such that the extended total
graph of M is a simple graph with vertex set M , and two distinct elements x;y 2M
are adjacent if and only if xC cy 2 N where c 2 U.R/ and c 1 D c. This graph
is denoted by T c.M;N/. In general, for A;B M , T c.A;B/ is a simple graph
with vertices all element of A, and two distinct vertices x and y are adjacent if and
only if xC cy 2 B .
The authors in [7] and [10] generalized the notion of a total graph to an R-module
M . They considered the vertex set of a graph T .  .M// as the elements of M such
that two vertices are adjacent if and only if xCy 2 T .M/. In [3], D. D. Anderson and
Sangmin Chun proved that ifM ¤T .M/, then T .M/ is a union of prime submodules
of M . Consequently, T c.M;N/ is a generalization of T .  .M/ too. Let c D 1,
then T c.M;N/, the complement graph of T c.M;N/ (i.e., T c.M;M nN/),
is a Cayley graph, also let M D R and N be the union of all the maximal ideals of
R (i.e., N DR nU.R/), then observe that T 1.M;N/ (i.e., T 1.M;M nN/) is
the unit graph of R in the sense of [6] and T  1.M;N/ (i.e., T  1.M;M nN/)
is the unitary Cayley graph in the sense of [2] and [9].
For a proper submoduleL ofM ,M.L/D fm 2M jrm 2L for some r 2Rn.L WR
M/g. In section 2, we will show that if M ¤M.L/, then there is  ˝ such that
M.L/DN. In [1], the authors introduce a generalization of total graph of a module
with respect to the set M.L/. For   ˝, N is more general than M.L/ since
there are R-modules M and   ˝ such that N is not of the form M.L/ for all
submodules L of M .
In section 3, we determine some basic properties of extended total graph specific-
ally identifying its regularity and vertex transitivity. Since N is a union of prime
submodules ofM , the study of T c.M;N/ breaks naturally into two cases depend-
ing on whether or not N is a (prime) submodule of M . In section 4, we study the
case when N is a (prime) submodule ofM . In the final section, we do the case when
N is not a submodule of M , and we improve Theorem 3.3 in [7] and Theorem 4.3
in [1] by Theorem 14, and Theorem 3.12 in [5] by Theorem 15.
Let   be a simple graph. We say that   is total ly disconnected if none of two
vertices of   are adjacent. A subgraph  1 of   is an induced subgraph if vertex
set of  1 is contained in vertex set of   and two vertices of  1 are adjacent if and
only if they are adjacent in   . Throughout this paper, all subgraphs are induced. We
say that two subgraphs  1 and  2 of   are disjoint if  1 and  2 have no common
vertices and no vertex of  1 (resp.,  2) is adjacent (in   ) to any vertex not in  1
(resp.,  2). If vertex x is an end point of edge e, then x and e are called incident. The
degree of a vertex x in a graph   , written deg  .x/ is the number of edges incident
to x. Graph   is called k  regular if degree of each vertex of   is k. For vertices
x and y of   , we define d.x;y/ to be the length of the shortest path from x to y
(d.x;x/ D 0 and d.x;y/ D 1 if there is no such path). The diameter of   is
diam.  /D supfd.x;y/jx and y are vertices of   g. The girth of   , denoted by
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gr.  /, is the length of a shortest cycle in   (gr.  /D1 if   contains no cycles).
We denote the complete graph on n vertices by Kn and the complete bipartite graph
onm and n vertices byKm;n. We will call aK1;n, a stargraph. A graph   is called
vertex t ransit ive if for every two vertices x and y there exists  2 Aut.  / such
that .x/D y.
Throughout, all rings R are commutative with 1¤ 0, and M is an R-module with
at least one prime submodule . For A M , let A D A n f0g. As usual, Z and Zn
will denote the integers and integers modulo n, respectively.
2. M.L/ AS A UNION OF PRIME SUBMODULES
In this section, we consider the question of when for an R-moduleM , the setM.L/
is a union of prime submodules and determine a family of non-primeless R-modules.
We refer the reader to [1] for some properties concerning M.L/. Throughout this
section, L is a proper submodule of M over the commutative ring R. Let M.L/D
fm 2M jrm 2 L for some r 2 R n .L WR M/g. It is easy to see that M.L/ is closed
under the multiplication of scalars. However M.L/ may not be an additive subgroup
ofM . LetM DM.L/, thenM.L/ may or may not be a union of prime submodules.
Also let M.L/ be a proper submodule of M , then it is a prime submodule of M , by
[1, Theorem 2.1]. For our main result in this section, we need to the below theorem.
Theorem 1. Let M be an R-module with M ¤M.L/, and let A D fLjL is
a submodule of M with L M.L/, and L D
S
h2.L WM h/ for some   Rg.
Then a maximal element ofA is a prime submodule.
Proof. Let L D
S
h2.L WM h/ be a maximal element ofA. Suppose that rm 2
L for some r 2 R and m 2 M such that m … L. First, assume that rh 2 R n
.L WR M/ for every h 2 . So each .L WM h/  .L WM rh/ and hence L  L0 DS
h2.L WM rh/. Also, suppose l1; l2 2 L0. Then li 2 .L WM rhi / for i D 1;2.
So rli 2 .L WM hi /  L and hence rl1C rl2 2 L. Thus rl1C rl2 2 .L WM hj /
for some hj 2 ; so l1C l2 2 .L WM rhj /  L0. Since L0 is clearly closed under
scalar product, L0 is submodule of M with L0 M.L/. Thus by the maximality
of L, L D L0. Now rm 2 L implies rm 2 .L WM h/ for some h 2 . Hence
m 2 .L WM rh/  L0 D L; a contradiction. Thus rh 2 .L WR M/ for some h 2 
and hence rM  .L WM h/ L. Therefore L is a prime submodule of M . 
Theorem 2. Let M be an R-module with M ¤M.L/, then M.L/ is a union of
prime submodules.
Proof. Let l 2M.L/,Al D fLjL is a submodule of M , l 2 L M.L/, and
L D
S
h2.L WM h/ for some  Rg, and rl 2 L where r 2 R n .L WR M/. Then
l 2 .L WM r/; thus Al ¤ ¿. By Zorn’s Lemma, Al has a maximal element Ll . By
above theorem, Ll is a prime submodule of M.L/. Therefore M.L/D
S
l2M.L/Ll
is a union of prime submodules of M . 
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In the next corollary, we determine a family of non-primeless R-modules.
Corollary 1. Let M be an R-module such that M ¤M.L/ for some proper sub-
module L of M , then M is not primeless.
Proof. This is clear from above theorem. 
3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE EXTENDED TOTAL GRAPH
The basic properties of the extended total graph are given below, independent of
whether or notN is a submodule ofM . Since .cC1/.c 1/D 02HD
S
2P,
either cC1 2H or c 1 2H. First, we determine properties of T c.M;N/ for
some c 2 U.R/.
Theorem 3. Let there is c 2 U.R/ where c ¤ 1; 1 and c2 D 1.
(1) If xCy 2N, then either xC cy 2N or x  cy 2N.
(2) If cC1 …H, then T c.M;N/Š T 1.M;N/.
(3) If c 1 …H, then T c.M;N/Š T  1.M;N/.
Proof. (1) Let xCy 2 N for some  2 , then .c  1/.x  cy/ 2 N. Let
x  cy …N, then c 1 2 P hence xCyC .c 1/y D xC cy 2N.
(2) Let cC1 …H and xCy 2N, then xCcy 2N since .cC1/.xCcy/ 2
N. Also if xCcy 2N, then xCy 2N, since .cC1/.xCy/ 2N and
cC1 …H.
(3) Let c 1 …H and x y 2N, then xC cy 2N since .c 1/.xC cy/ 2
N. Also if xC cy 2 N, then x y 2 N, since .c 1/.x y/ 2 N and
c 1 …H.

Remark 1. Suppose that x;y 2M are adjacent in T 1.M;N/, then x and cy are
adjacent in T c.M;N/, if x ¤ cy.
Theorem 4. LetM be an R-module with jNj D ˛ andm2M . If .cC1/m…N,
then degT c.M;N/.m/D ˛; otherwise, degT c.M;N/.m/D ˛  1. In particular,
cC1 2H if and only if T c.M;N/ is a .˛ 1/-regular graph.
Proof. There is a unique x D n cm 2M for every n 2N. Hence m is adjacent
to x unless x Dm. If .cC1/m …N, then n cm¤m for every n 2N. Therefore
degT c.M;N/.m/D ˛. Otherwise, let .cC 1/m 2 N, then degT c.M;N/.m/D
˛  1 since m cannot be adjacent to itself. In particular, if cC 1 2 H, then .cC
1/m 2 N and degT c.M;N/.m/ D ˛   1 for every m 2 M . Now suppose that
T c.M;N/ is a .˛ 1/-regular graph, cC1 …H and m0 2M nN, then
degT c.M;N/.m
0/D ˛ since .cC1/m0 …N for every m0 2M nN, a contradic-
tion. so cC1 2H. 
Theorem 5. If c 1 …H, then T c.M;N/ is vertex transitive.
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Proof. For each m 2M the mapping m W x 7 ! xCm is a permutation of the
elements of M . Let c   1 … H, then xC cy 2 N if and only if xCmC c.yC
m/ 2 N since .c   1/.xCmC c.yCm// D .c   1/.xC cy/ 2 N. Hence m is
an automorphism of T c.M;N/. The permutations m form a subgroup of the
automorphism group of T c.M;N/. This subgroup acts transitively on the vertices
of T c.M;N/ because for any two vertices m and m0, the automorphism m m0
maps m to m0. 
The previous theorem gave an important property of T c.M;N/. The vertex
transitivity identifies some properties of graph such as the edge connectivity. For
further investigation on vertex transitivity and edge connectivity, see [8]. Hence if
c 1 …H and T c.M;N/ is connected (i.e., M D<N > by Theorem 12), then
the edge connectivity of T c.M;N/ is equal to ˛ 1.
Example 1. Let M DZ3Z3, RDZ12, c D 5, N1 DZ30, N2 D 0Z3, and
NDN1[N2, then by Theorem 3(3), T 5.M;N/ŠT 11.M;N/. T 5.M;N/
is a 4-regular graph by Theorem 4. Also, by Theorem 5, T 5.M;N/ is vertex trans-
itive.
4. THE CASE WHEN N IS A SUBMODULE OF M
We know that N D
S
2N is a proper submodule of M if and only if N is
a prime submodule of M . Moreover P D .N WR M/ and H D .N WR M/ are
prime ideals of R.
Theorem 6. Let M be an R-module such that N is a proper submodule of M .
Then T c.N;N/ is a complete subgraph of T c.M;N/ and T c.N;N/ is
disjoint from T c.M nN;N/.
Proof. It is clear that T c.N;N/ is a complete subgraph of T c.M;N/. Sup-
pose that y 2M nN and x 2 N are adjacent. Then xC cy 2 N and cy 2 N
hence c 2H which is a contradiction since c 2 U.R/. Therefore, T c.N;N/ is
disjoint from T c.M nN;N/. 
Definition 1. By a slice of T c.M;N/ we mean a subgraph of T c.M;N/
with a vertex set as the form xCN, denoted by Sx , for some x 2M .
It is easy to see that a slice of T c.M;N/ is an induced subgraph. So, two slices
Sx and Sy are the same is and only if x y 2N.
The next theorem gives a complete description of T c.M;N/. It also shows that
non-isomorphic modules may have isomorphic total graphs. We allow ˛ and ˇ to be
infinite cardinals.
Theorem 7. Let M be an R-module such that N is a proper submodule of M ,
and let H D .N WRM/, jNj D ˛ and jM=Nj D ˇ.
(1) If cC1 2H, then T c.M nN;N/ is the union of ˇ 1 disjoint K˛’s.
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(2) If cC 1 … H, then T c.M nN;N/ is the union of .ˇ   1/=2 disjoint
K˛;˛’s.
Proof. (1) Assume that cC 1 2H, and let x 2M nN. Then the slice Sx
is a complete subgraph of T c.M nN;N/ since .xCn1/C c.xCn2/D
.cC 1/xC n1C n2 2 N for all n1;n2 2 N since cC 1 2 H and N
is a submodule of M . Note that distinct slices form disjoint subgraphs of
T c.M nN;N/ since if xCn1 and yCn2 are adjacent for some y 2M n
N and n1;n2 2N, then xCcyD .xCn1/Cc.yCn2/ .n1Ccn2/2N
if and only if x yD .xCcy/ .cC1/y 2N since cC12H andN is a
submodule of M . Then Sx D Sy , a contradiction. Thus T c.M nN;N/
is the union of ˇ  1 disjoint subgraphs Sx , each of which is a K˛, where
˛ D jNj D jxCNj.
(2) Assume that cC1 …H, and let x 2M nN. Then no two distinct elements
in Sx are adjacent, suppose not. So, .xCn1/Cc.xCn2/ 2N for n1;n2 2
N. This implies that .cC1/x 2N hence cC1 2H since N is a prime
submodule ofM , a contradiction. On the other hand, two slices Sx and S cx
are disjoint and each vertex of S cx is adjacent to all vertex of Sx . Thus Sx[
S cx is a complete bipartite subgraph of T c.M nN;N/. Furthermore,
if xCn1 is adjacent to yCn2 for some y 2M nN and n1;n2 2N, then
yC cx 2 N as in part(1) above, and hence yCN D  cxCN. Thus
T c.M nN;N/ is the union of .ˇ  1/=2 disjoint subgraphs Sx [S cx ,
each of which is K˛;˛, where ˛ D jNj D jxCNj

From the above theorem, one can easily deduce when T c.M nN;N/ is a
complete or connected graph. The next theorem determines when T c.M nN;N/
is either complete or connected.
Theorem 8. Let M be an R-module such that N is a proper submodule of M ,
and let H D .N WRM/.
(1) Let T c.M nN;N/ be a complete graph, then either jM=Nj D jM j D 3
or jM=Nj D 2. Its converse is true when either jM=Nj D jM j D 3 and
cC1 … .0 WRM/ or jM=Nj D 2.
(2) Let T c.M nN;N/ be a connected graph, then either jM=Nj D 3 or
jM=Nj D 2. Its converse is true when either jM=Nj D 3 and c 1 2H
or jM=Nj D 2.
(3) T c.M nN;N/ (and hence T c.N;N/ and T c.M;N/) is a totally
disconnected graph if and only if N D f0g and cC1 2 .0 WRM/.
Proof. Let jM=Nj D ˇ and ˛ D jNj
(1) Let T c.M nN;N/ be a complete graph. Then by Theorem 7, T c.M n
N;N/ is a single K˛ or K1;1. If cC1 2H, then ˇ 1D 1 thus ˇ D 2,
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and hence jM=Nj D 2. If cC1 …H, then ˛D 1 and .ˇ 1/=2D 1. Thus
N D f0g and ˇ D 3; hence jM=Nj D jM j D 3. Conversely, suppose first
thatM=ND fN;xCNg, where x …N. Since cx …N, so, xCND
 cxCN which implies that .cC 1/x 2 N. Let m;m0 2M nN. Then
mCx;m0Cx 2 N since none of mCxCN and m0CxCN are equal
to xCN so mCcm0 D .mCx/Cc.m0Cx/  .cC1/x 2N since N is
a submodule ofM . Thus T c.M nN;N/ is complete. Next, suppose that
jM=Nj D jM j D 3; hence H D .0 WR M/ since N D f0g. By Theorem
7, T c.M nN;N/ is a complete graph since cC1 … .0 WRM/.
(2) Let T c.M nN;N/ be connected. Then by Theorem 7, T c.M nN;N/
is a singleK˛ orK˛;˛. If cC1 2H, then ˇ 1D 1, and hence jM=Nj D
2. If c C 1 … H, then .ˇ   1/=2 D 1, and hence jM=Nj D 3. Con-
versely, by part (1) above if jM=Nj D 2 then T c.M nN;N/ is com-
plete and so it is connected. Suppose that jM=Nj D 3 and c   1 2 H.
First, we show that cC1 …H. Suppose not. Let cC1 2H andM=N D
fN;xCN;yCNg, where x;y … N; it is easy to see that xC cy 2 N .
This yields that x and y are adjacent, a contradiction, by the proof of The-
orem 7(1). Thus cC1 …H. Therefore, T c.M nN;N/ is the complete
bipartite graph K˛;˛, by Theorem 7(2).
(3) T c.M nN;N/ is totally disconnected if and only if it be a disjoint union
ofK1’s. so by Theorem 7, jNj D 1. Further, sincem and  cm are adjacent
for all m 2M , it follows that mD cm, hence cC1 2 .0 WRM/.

The next theorem gives a more explicit description of the diameter of T c.M n
N;N/ when N is a proper submodule of M .
Theorem 9. Let M be an R-module such that N is a proper submodule of M ,
and let H D .N WRM/.
(1) diam.T c.M nN;N//D 0 if and only if jM j D 2.
(2) diam.T c.M nN;N//D 1 if and only if eitherN¤f0g and jM=NjD
2 or jM j D 3 and cC1 … .0 WRM/.
(3) diamT c.M nN;N// D 2 if and only if N ¤ f0g, jM=Nj D 3 and
c 1 2H.
(4) Otherwise, diam.T c.M nN;N//D1.
Proof. It is clear by the proof of the Theorem 8. 
The next theorem describes the girth of T c.M nN;N/ and T c.M;N/
when N is a proper submodule of M .
Theorem 10. Let M be an R-module such that N is a proper submodule of M ,
and let H D .N WRM/.
(1) (a) gr.T c.M nN;N//D 3 if and only if cC1 2H and jNj  3.
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(b) gr.T c.M nN;N//D 4 if and only if cC1 …H and jNj  2.
(c) Otherwise, gr.T c.M nN;N//D1.
(2) (a) gr.T c.M;N//D 3 if and only if jNj  3.
(b) gr.T c.M;N//D 4 if and only if cC1 …H and jNj D 2.
(c) Otherwise, gr.T c.M;N//D1.
Proof. Apply Theorem 7 and Theorem 6. 
Example 2. Let M D Z2 Z3, R D Z12 and N D Z2  0, then T c.M n
N;N/ is the union of 2 disjoint K2’s, if c D 5 or 11, by Theorem 7(1) and
T c.M nN;N/ is a K2;2, if c D 1 or 7, by Theorem 7(2). Now, if c D 1 or
7, then T c.M nN;N/ is connected with diamT c.M nN;N// D 2 and
gr.T c.M nN;N// D 4 by Theorem 8(2), 9(3) and 10(1)(b), respectively, and
gr.T c.M;N//D 4 by Theorem 10(2)(b).
5. THE CASE WHEN N IS NOT A SUBMODULE OF M
In this section, we consider the remaining case whenN is not a submodule ofM ,
this implies that jNj  3. So there are distinct x;y 2N  such that xCcy 2M nN.
In this case, we show that T c.N;N/ is always connected but never complete.
Moreover T c.N;N/ and T c.M nN;N/ are never disjoint subgraphs of
T c.M;N/. We first show that T c.M;N/ is connected when T c.M nN;N/
is connected. However, we give an example to show that the converse fails.
Theorem 11. Let M be an R-module and N a union of prime submodules of M
that is not a submodule of M .
(1) T c.N;N/ is connected with diam.T c.N;N//D 2.
(2) Some vertices of T c.N;N/ are adjacent to a vertex of T c.M nN;N/.
In particular, the subgraphs T c.N;N/ and T c.M nN;N/ of
T c.M;N/ are not disjoint.
(3) If T c.M nN;N/ is connected, then T c.M;N/ is connected.
Proof. (1) Every x 2N  is adjacent to 0. Thus x 0 y is a path in
T c.N;N/ of length two between any two distinct x;y 2N . Moreover,
there are nonadjacent x;y 2 N  since N is not a submodule of M ; so
diam.T c.N;N//D 2.
(2) Since N is not a submodule of M , there are distinct x;y 2 N  such that
xCcy 2M nN. Then y 2N  and xCcy 2M nN are adjacent vertices
in T c.M;N/ since xC cy  cy D x 2N. The “in particular” statement
is clear.
(3) By part (1) above, it suffices to show that there is a path from x to y in
T c.M;N/ for every x 2 N and y 2M nN. By part (2) above, there
are adjacent vertices u and v in T c.N;N/ and T c.M nN;N/, re-
spectively. Since T c.N;N/ is connected, there is a path from x to
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u in T c.N;N/; and since T c.M nN;N/ is connected, there is a
path from v to y in T c.M nN;N/, then there is a path from x to y in
T c.M;N/ since u and v are adjacent in T c.M;N/. Thus T c.M;N/
is connected.

Next, we determine an equivalent condition for connectedness of T c.M;N/
and compute diam.T c.M;N//. As usual, if A M , then < A > denotes the
submodule of M generated by A.
Theorem 12. Let M be an R-module and N a union of prime submodule of M .
Then T c.M;N/ is connected if and only if M D< N > (i.e., m D n1C n2C
 Cnk for every m 2M and for some n1; :::;nk 2N and k 2N).
Proof. Suppose that T c.M;N/ is connected, let m 2M . Then there is a path
0 m1       m  m from 0 to m in T c.M;N/. Thus m1;m2C cm1; :::;mC
cm 2N. Hencem2<m1;m2Ccm1; :::;mCcm ><N >; thusM D<N >.
Conversely, suppose that M D< N >. We show that there is a path from 0 to
m in T c.M;N/ for every 0 ¤ m 2M . By hypothesis, m D n1Cn2C  Cnk
for some n1; :::;nk 2 N and k 2 N. Also we define a function, denoted by f .t/,
which is equal to 0 where t is even and equal to 1 where t is odd. Let a0 D 0 and
aj D . 1/f .k j /cf .k j /.n1C  Cnj / for every integer j with 1  j  k. Then
aj C cajC1 2 N for every integer j with 0  j  k  1, and thus 0 D a0  a1 
   ak 1 ak Dm is a path from 0 to m in T c.M;N/ of length at most k. Now,
let 0 ¤ u;w 2 M . Then by the preceding argument, there are paths from u to 0
and 0 to w in T c.M;N/. Hence there is a path from u to w in T c.M;N/; so
T c.M;N/ is connected. 
In the next theorem and its corollary, we determine a relation between T c.R;H/
and T c.M;N/, where H D .N WRM/.
Theorem 13. Let M be an R-module, and N a union of prime submodules of
M where H D .N WR M/. If T c.R;H/ is connected, then T c.M;N/ is
connected as well.
Proof. Suppose that T c.R;H/ is connected and letm2M . Then there is a path
0 r1    rk 1 from 0 to 1 in T c.R;H/. Then r1; r2Ccr1; :::; rkCcrk 1;1C
crk 2 H. Hence 0  r1m       rkm m is a path from 0 to m in T c.M;N/.
Since all vertices may be connected via 0, T c.M;N/ is a connected graph. 
Corollary 2. Let M be an R-module, and N a union of prime submodules of M
and H D .N WRM/. If RD<H >, then T c.M;N/ is connected.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 12 and 13. 
Remark 2. According to the proof of the Theorem 13, if d.0;1/D k in
T c.R;H/, then d.0;m/ k in T c.M;N/ for every m 2M .
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In next theorem, we improve Theorem 3.3 of [7] and Theorem 4.3 of [1] without
cosidering M as a finitely generated R-module.
Theorem 14. Let M be an R-module and N a union of prime submodule of M
that is not a submodule of M such that M D< N > (i.e., T c.M;N/ is con-
nected). If there is k  2 which is a greatest integer i such that m D n1C n2C
 Cni for every m 2M and for some n1; :::;ni 2N where n1Cn2C Cni is a
shortest representation of the elementm, then diam.T c.M;N//D k. Otherwise,
diam.T c.M;N//D1.
Proof. Letm andm0 be distinct elements inM such that they are not adjacent. We
show that there is a path from m to m0 in T c.M;N/ with length at most k. We
define a function, denoted by f .t/, which is equal to 0 where t is even and equal to
1 where t is odd. By the proof of Theorem 12, we can consider two path .m m0/ 
x1    xk 1 0 and .mCcm0/ y1    yk 1 0 of lengths at most k. Let a0D
m, ak Dm0, aj D . 1/f .k j /cf .k j /m0Cxjf .k 1/Cyjf .k/ for every integers
j with 1 j  k 1. Then aj CcajC1 2N for every integers j with 0 j  k 1,
and thus mD a0 a1    ak 1 ak Dm0 is a path from m to m0 in T c.M;N/
of length at most k. Now we show that any path from 0 to m in T c.M;N/ has
length at least k. Suppose that 0  b1        b 1  m is a path from 0 to m in
T c.M;N/ of length  and letmD n1C Cnk be a shortest representation of the
element m. Thus b1;b2C cb1; :::;b 1C cb 2;mC cb 1 2 N, and hence m 2<
b1;b2C cb1; :::;b 1C cb 2;mC cb 1 >. Thus   k and so the shortest path
between 0 andm in T c.M;N/ has length k. Therefore diam.T c.M;N//D k.
If there is no such k, then we show that diam.T c.M;N// D1. Suppose not.
Let diam.T c.M;N//D t where t <1. Since k D1, there is m 2M such that
mD n1C CntC1 is a shortest representation of the elementm. According what is
proved, it is contradiction since there is a path from 0 to m in T c.M;N/ of length
at most t . 
Remark 3. Let N D
S
2
N and M D< N >, then it is clear that 1  k  jj
where k is as mentioned in Theorem 14.
Corollary 3. Let M be an R-module and N a union of prime submodule of M
such that T c.M;N/ is connected. Let mD n1C Cnk be a shortest represent-
ation of the element m and k is as mentioned in Theorem 14.
(1) diam.T c.M;N//D d.0;m/
(2) If diam.T c.M;N//D k then diam.T c.M nN;N// k 2.
Proof. (1) This is clear from the proof of Theorem 14.
(2) Since kD diam.T c.M;N//D d.0;m/ by part (1) above, let 0 b1    
bk 1 m be a shortest path from 0 to m in T c.M;N/. Clearly b1 2 N.
If bi 2 N for some integer i with 2  i  k   1, then the path 0  bi  
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     bk 1  m from 0 to m has length less than k, a contradiction. Thus
bi 2M nN for every integer i with 2 i  k 1. Hence b2    bk 1 m
is a shortest path from b2 to m in T c.M nN;N/ of length k  2. Thus
diam.T c.M nN;N// k 2.

We next investigate the girth of T c.N;N/, T c.M nN;N/, and
T c.M;N/ when N is not a submodule of M . Recall that H D .N WR M/DS
2P where N is proper subset of M with jNj  3 and P D .N WRM/.
Theorem 15. Let M be an R-module, and let N D
S

N for prime submod-
ules N of M , that is not a submodule of M and H D .N WR M/. Suppose that
m1  m2  m3 is a path of length two in T c.M nN;N/ for distinct elements
m1;m2;m3 2M nN.
(1) If cC1 2H and
T
N ¤ f0g, then gr.T c.M nN;N//D 3.
(2) If .cC1/mi ¤ 0 for all integers i with 1 i  3,
then gr.T c.M nN;N// 4.
Proof. (1) Suppose that there is a 0 ¤ h 2 TN. If m2 ¤ m1C h, then
m1 m2  .m1C h/ m1 is a cycle of length three in T c.M nN;N/
since .cC1/m1 2N. Hence, assume that m2 Dm1Ch. Since .m1Ch/C
cm3 D m2C cm3 2 N and h 2
T
N, we have m1C cm3 2 N. Thus
m1 m2 m3 m1 is a cycle of length three in T c.M nN;N/. Thus
gr.T c.M nN;N//D 3.
(2) Suppose that .cC 1/mi ¤ 0 for all integers i with 1  i  3. Then mi ¤
 cmi for every i with 1  i  3. There are distinct integer j;k with 1 
j;k  3 such that they are adjacent and mj ¤  cmk since if m1C cm2 D
m3C cm2 D 0, then m1 Dm3, a contradiction. Thus mj  mk   . cmk/ 
. cmj / mj is a 4-cycle in T c.M nN;N/; so gr.T c.M nN;N//
4.

In the above theorem, we improve the proof of Theorem 3.12(1) in [5]. Also in
the part (2) of the above theorem, 0¤ .cC1/mi can belongs to N unlike Theorem
3.12(3) in [5].
Corollary 4. Let M be an R-module, and let N D
S

N for prime submod-
ules N of M , that is not a submodule of M and H D .N WR M/. Suppose that
m1  m2  m3 is a path of length two in T c.M nN;N/ for distinct elements
m1;m2;m3 2 M nN. If .cC 1/mi D 0 for some integer i with 1  i  3 and
cC1 … .0 WRM/, then gr.T c.M nN;N//D 3.
Proof. Suppose that cC 1 … .0 WR M/. Thus cC 1 ¤ 0. Since mi 2 M nN
for all integers i with 1  i  3 and .cC 1/mi D 0 for some i with 1  i  3, we
have cC 1 2 P for every P where P D .N WR M/. Hence 0¤ cC 1 2
T
P.
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Since cC 1 … .0 WR M/, there is a m 2M such that 0 ¤ .cC 1/m 2
T
N. Thus
gr.T c.M nN;N//D 3 by Theorem 15(1). 
Corollary 5. LetM be an R-module, and let N D
S

N for prime submodules
N of M and H D .N WR M/. Suppose that m1 m2 m3 is a path of length
two in T c.M nN;N/ for distinct elements m1;m2;m3 2M nN, cC1 2H,T
N ¤ f0g and jNj  3, then gr.T c.M nN;N//D 3.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 10(1)(a) and Theorem 15(1). 
Theorem 16. Let M be an R-module and N a union of prime submodule of M
that is not a submodule of M .
(1) Either gr.T c.N;N//D 3 or gr.T c.N;N//D1. Moreover, if one
has gr.T c.N;N// D1, then jNj D 2 for any  2  where N is a
non-zero submodule of M . Also,T c.N;N/ is a star graph.
(2) gr.T c.M;N//D 3 if and only if gr.T c.N;N//D 3.
(3) gr.T c.M;N// 4.
(4) gr.T c.M;N//D 4 if and only if gr.T c.N;N//D1.
Proof. (1) If nCcn0 2N for some distinct n;n0 2N , then 0 n n0 0 is
a 3-cycle in T c.N;N/; so gr.T c.N;N//D 3. Otherwise, nCcn0 2
M nN for all distinct n;n0 2N . So in this case, every n 2N is adjacent
to 0, and no two distinct n;n0 2 N  are adjacent. Thus T c.N;N/ is a
star graph with center 0; so gr.T c.N;N// D1. Moreover, let N DS
2N is not a submodule ofM whereN is a prime submodule ofM sojj  2. Assume that gr.T c.N;N//D1. Then xC cy 2M nN for
all distinct x;y 2N , and thus if N ¤ f0g, then each jNj D 2.
(2) It suffices to show that gr.T c.N;N//D 3 when gr.T c.M;N//D 3.
Let .cC 1/n ¤ 0 for some n 2 N , then 0  n  . cn/  0 is a 3-cycle in
T c.N;N/. Otherwise, .cC 1/nD 0 for all n 2 N. Since N is not a
submodule of M , there are distinct elements n;n0 2 N such that nCn0 2
M nN. Then .cC1/.nCn0/D 0, thus cC1 2H. Let m m1 m2 m
be a 3-cycle in T c.M;N/. Then n1 D cmCm1;n2 D cmCm2;m1C
cm2 2 N. Thus 0  n1   n2   0 is a 3-cycle in T c.N;N/; therefore
gr.T c.N;N//D 3.
(3) Since N is not a submodule of M , there are distinct elements n;n0 2 N
such that nCn0 2M nN. Then 0 . cn/ nCn0 . cn0/ 0 is a 4-cycle
in T c.M;N/.
(4) This follows by parts (1), (2) and (3) above.

Example 3. (a) Let M D ZŒX be an ZŒX-module. Then N D ZŒXnZ
is a union of prime submodule of M , that is not a submodule of M . Thus
T c.N;N/ is connected with diam.T c.N;N// D 2 by Theorem
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11(1). Moreover, by Theorem 12 and 14, T c.M;N/ is connected with
diam.T c.M;N//D 2 since ´DXC´ X for X;´ X 2N for every
´ 2Z. However, T c.M nN;N/ is not connected since there is no path
from 1 to 2 in T c.M nN;N/. Thus the converse of Theorem 11(3) need
not hold.
(b) Let k 2N,M DZ2Z2Z2,RDZ2k ,N1DZ200,N2D 0Z20,
N3D 00Z2 andND
S
Nj for 1 j  3, then by Theorem 12 and 14,
T c.M;N/ is connected with diam.T c.M;N//D 3, note that .1;1;0/
is the sum of two elements of N but .1;1;1/ is the sum of three element
of N, and T c.R;H/ is disconnected so the converse of Theorem 13 is
fails, also gr.T c.N;N//D1 and gr.T c.M;N//D 4 by Theorem
16.
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